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Having Fun with Our Swiss Mountain Dogs 
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  CALENDAR of ACTIVITIES 

Sept. 23-25   

             End of Summer Party-Sonoma and 

             Weight Pull 

26-30 GSMDCA National Specialty in 

Chicago          

 Oct. 21-23  GSMDCA Western Regional, 

  GGGSMDC Specialty and  

            Supported Entry-Harvest Moon   

            Classic-Pleasanton 

  21 (Friday Night) Weight Pull at  

            Pleasanton 

 

  23  Draft Test at Pleasanton  

            sponsored by the Sierra West  

            Bernese MD Club 

  

Dec. 4  Christmas Luncheon in  

            Pleasanton 
For dog shows in Northern and Southern California and added events, 

check the Calendar on our web page:  

http://www.goldengategsmdc.com/events.html 

 

PRESIDENT’S LETTER 

Howdy, all! 

The hot dry summer is gone and we welcome the Fall 

with open arms and paws!  Hope all had a good and safe 

summer. 

Now that we are headed into the Fall, we have a great 

event ahead of us.  A very special thank you to all of the 

committee heads who pull everything together.   We 

could not have done it without you! 

We held three pack hikes (one in Mammoth and two in 

Southern California), and a Walk ‘n’ Talk in Pleasanton.  

Our Swiss Dog Day Afternoon in July with the Berner 

folks was so much fun.   

I encourage all of you to check our club’s website for the 

upcoming events that are planned.  Especially, think 

about entering our first Weight Pull in many years.  More 

information for you is inside. 

And here’s a big “Welcome” to all of our new California 

Swissy puppies! 

President, Toni Killpatrick. 
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Officers, Board Members and Committees 
President: Toni Killpatrick 

Vice President: Erin Stammer 

 

Secretary: Linda Ridenour 

Treasurer: Julie Vonada 

Board Members: 

Leslie Bryson 

Carol Bamsch 

Susan Robinson 

Paula Robles 

Donna Zetterquist 

Membership: Susan Robinson 

Public Relations: Heidi Steenstra  Susan Robinson 

Ways and Means: Erin Stammer  Paula Robles  

Awards and Trophies:   Erin Stammer  

Social Events:  Carol Bamsch  Donna Zetterquist  Linda Ridenour 

Calendar:   Donna Zetterquist 

Show Events: The Board 

Working Events:  Heidi Steenstra   

Newsletter: Susan Robinson 

Website: Rob Blits   

Raffle:  Heidi Steenstra 

The objectives of the club shall be: 

 

To encourage and promote quality in the breeding of Greater Swiss Mountain Dogs  

and to do all possible to bring their natural qualities to perfection. 

To urge members and breeders to accept the standard of the breed 

as approved by the American Kennel Club 

as the only standard of excellence  

by which Greater Swiss Mountain Dogs shall be judged. 

To do all in its power to protect and advance the interests of the breed 

and to encourage sportsmanlike competition  

at dog shows (obedience and agility trials, drafting and tracking tests). 

To conduct sanctioned matches and specialty shows 

under the rules and regulations of the American Kennel Club. 

To have FUN together with our Greater Swiss Mountain Dogs. 
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New this year—Draft Trials and Weight Pull 

for Your Working Swissy! 

 

 

Friday--GGGSMD Club Supported Entry 

“Welcome, Pardners!” Luncheon 

GGGSMD Club Weight Pull (Click here for contact info) 
 after Best of Breed, about 5:00 pm  

 

Saturday--GSMDCA Western Regional  

Wear your Western duds in the ring!  

The day includes Sweepstakes and Owner-Handler BOB Perpetual Adam Trophy, 

educational seminar, Hoe-Down Party, Raffle, Country Store, Photo Booth,  

Saloon and Dinner. 

 

Sunday--Designated Specialty 

GGGSMD Club Perpetual BOB Trophy 

For the weekend, there are High Points in Rally and High Points in Obedience awards. 

Sierra West BMDC Draft Trials (Click here for info and entry form) 
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What better way to end the long, hot summer 

but with about 30 Swissys and even more family folks, ready to play in the vineyard. 

YOU ARE INVITED! 

 
September 23-25 in Sonoma, CA—Come one day or all three. 

Camping, Food, Movie, Vineyard Walk, Margaritas, Weight Pull and… 

good times with friends.  

RSVP to Heidi at hcsteenstra@gmail.com by September 15
th

. 

Mark your calendar.  More information is on its way. 
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WEIGHT PULL  Coordinated by Mac Dog Trainer  

Attention all Swissy Fun Seekers  (No experience required!) 

Given the chance, would your Swissy prefer to drrrrraaaaag you all over town versus walk patiently at your side????  Now is 

your chance to give your Swiss an excellent outlet for that pulling instinct – one that YOU will also enjoy!!!  Join our weight 

pull - no experience or equipment required!  Best of all, you’ll have TWO chances to earn legs toward your Swissy’s weight 

pull title at these events: 

                                                           September 25, 2016 (10am) at the END OF SUMMER PARTY 

                                      October 21, 2016 (30 min post BIS) at our REGIONAL SPECIALTY (Weigh-In at 4:00 PM) 

Your Swissy must be a minimum of 14 months old to participate; dogs 14-18 months will not be allowed to pull more than 

10x their weight.  Participating Swissys need to be healthy (no lameness, etc.), and cannot be pregnant, nursing, or in season. 

Dogs (and bitches) are grouped according to their weight (taken on-site prior to the pull), and ribbons/prizes will be awarded 

for each division of: up to 89lbs, 90-109lbs, 110-129lbs, 130+ lbs. 

Information on Working Weight Dog titles are included in the full copy of the Weight Pull Rules & Regulations that can be 

found on the GSMDCA website. 

Bring your enthusiastic & fun seeking self, a treat and water for pup for after the pull, and appropriate athletic style footwear 

for yourself.  Oh yeah!  Don’t forget the dog! 

You will get help to fit your pup with a loaned harness (you don’t have to buy one), coaching & a ton of fun.  

The Cost is $20 for members; $30 non-GGGSMC members. 

Pre-Register by sending an email to mac@dogtrainhumane.com .  Be sure to include your name, your dog’s name, and which 

of the events you wish to join (go for both!!!). 

Bernese Mountain Dogs are invited to participate in our October 21st event at Del Valle. 

If you have a veteran (age 7+) that you would like to have participate, please contact mac@dogtrainhumane.com and if we 

have enough interest, we’ll add a class just for you! 

Calling all cheerleaders and volunteers!  We’ll need a lot of extra hands for these events to be really successful and fun for 

all.  Please reach out and volunteer for one or both events to mac@dogtrainhumane.com.  Whether you can help or not, 

participate or not, please, please, please come out and help cheer on those Swissies!!!! 

Weight Pull Fun Seeker To-Do List: 

þ Send email to mac@dogtrainhumane with your intent to volunteer. 

þ Send email to mac@dogtrainhumane with your intent to participate. 

þ Come to the END OF SUMMER PARTY and cheer on the pups! 

þ Come to Western Regional Specialty and cheer on the pups! 
 

 

 

 

                                                     
TRAINING TIPS 

It isn’t always easy at first… 

https://youtu.be/6RHHEQiQ9ss 

Here is excellent info and video  from Linda Kaminsky, chair of the Weight Pull Event at Nationals 

http://www.2016gsmdcans.com/weight-pull.html 
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     Weight Pull Cliff Notes by Mouse 

    I’ll start this article by stating that many of the tips and instructions mentioned have come 

    from a number of sources. Most of the people who have contributed to my weight pull  

    education are International Weight Pull Association members with highly trained and  

    conditioned dogs. I’m extremely grateful for their kindness and generosity during my trips  

    up North. Since there are as many ways to train a dog as there are ways your dog can  

    embarrass you, try a few of them. See what works and what doesn’t work. Weight pull is a 

    sport where you can really let your creativity fly. 

          Before diving into weight training, I do have a few words about weight pull organizations.  

           There are a few non-Swissy pulls that are recognized by GSMDCA, one being International  

           Weight Pull Association.  Don’t feel like you must attend Swissy pulls. IWPA pulls are just 

fun and typically very well-attended. Many people in IWPA compete exclusively in weight pull so they really know their stuff. 

At a pull, you and your dog will get into the weight pull chute (pulling area). Someone will hook your dog up to the cart, and 

then you will walk across the finish line (IWPA pulls rules). Then your dog will pull the cart across the line.  Someone yells 

“PULL!” once your dog crosses the finish line, and you’re done until the next round. Now, many things can go wrong. Your 

dog can sit down and wag its tail. Your dog (like mine) may play bow to the spectators. Others will bark, only to start pulling 

after time has been called. Some will bounce up and down. Some will get tangled the harness (something the judge will call 

for the safety of the dog).  Or your dog can pull a Mouse by jumping on the cart behind him and bark, then play bow to the 

brake person, and then pull while standing on the cart. Duh, wrong way. All these antics are typical for novice dogs. 

Weight pull training can be started when pups are young because half the training is getting a dog used to a harness after 

solid foundation training. However, I do not start any heavy weight training until the dog is 2 years old. *Please see footnote 

on foundation training. If you already do carting or packing, this part will be very easy. Weight pull harnesses come in one 

piece with a spreader bar and will cost anywhere from $50-100. They MUST be custom fitted when pulling as an incorrect fit 

will either choke a dog or pinch the neck. All sites that sell drafting or weight pull harnesses will have instructions on how to 

properly measure your dog.   

The harness itself might be a little confusing to put on at first. So try it on! No, I’m not joking. Figure out how it is supposed 

work on yourself before submitting your untrained dog to twisting, turning, pinching, tangling, and some definitely Kodak 

moments. The easiest way to put on one of the harnesses is to put the head through first and lay the harnesses across your 

dog’s back. The side with all the webbing in an “X” pattern should be on top over the dog’s back, and the “Y” should be on 

the bottom running down the chest. 

It will look like a “Y” shape under your dog’s neck and over the front of the chest.  Lift each leg, moving the center strap 

towards the center of the dog. This can be like pulling a toddler’s arm through the armhole of a shirt. It’ll get better with 

practice. You can even teach your dog to lift the leg for you as you move the strap. Now that both legs have been lifted 

through the “armholes” of the harness, the “Y” at the bottom of the neck should run down the chest and completely 

between the front legs. 

In the end, you should have the neck portion (usually heavily padded) around the neck with the “X” webbing going across 

the back and the “Y” shape going under the dog and between the legs.  The spreader bar should be behind the dog. If it isn’t, 

you might want to start over. 

Most dogs get used to the harness quickly, but if you’re having some trouble, use treats when in harness.  Give your dog 

special attention and praise just for being in harness. Hold the harness in front of a treat so your dog must poke his head 
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through to get the treat. You want your dog to love being in harness. Good things, like work ethic, happen in harness. 

Eventually, add empty milk jugs or some other loud object to get your dog used to the item of noise coming from the rear.   

Then the next half of weight pull training is teaching your dog a few basic skills and proper pull position. Remember to start 

light with young dogs. One way to teach come in harness is to really make it a game. Have toys, treats, squeakies, or a cat. Note: 

no treats, toys, squeakies, or double handling allowed at IWPA or GSMDCA pulls. This teaches your dog that coming to you is 

super fun and exciting. It can get them excited enough to come to you before time runs out. Eventually, you will need to wean 

your dog off of treats/toys, and some dogs do not have a problem adjusting from an obedience style come and a coming when 

called in a harness. However, it does not really teach your dog how to pull higher weights. 

Another method handlers use is through obedience. I have seen some handlers give their dogs an obedience style recall while 

in the chute. If your dog is very obedient or an outlier Swissy, this might be the way to go.  Most dogs can pull 10x their weight 

effortlessly at just a walk. However, the dog will need to be trained proper position and conditioned well enough to handle 

higher weights. I doubt Mouse even noticed when he pulled 1500 lbs. in Virginia with no specialized training or conditioning. 

The next method is to teach it repetitively and turn it into automatic behavior. It is probably my least favorite method because 

the handler stands there while the dog works. You’ll miss the opportunity of watching handlers jump around like they have ants 

in their pants or rolling around in the chute trying to get their dogs to move. For the automated method, once you have your 

dog in harness and on leash, hook up to enough drag weights (chains, tire, anything you don’t mind getting scratched up) so 

that your dog cannot easily run. You want enough weights on there so they can feel pressure against their shoulders. Put the 

dog in a stand-stay or sit stay and walk in front of your dog with leash in hand. Give the command to pull. If the dog does not 

pull, use the leash with the snap on the back of his neck and give a gentle quick tug. Some handlers will help their dog by pull on 

the harness to help gain forward motion. The forward sensation sometimes gets the dog over the mental hump of starting the 

carting in motion. It is as if their brain said, “If we’re moving, I guess I can move this cart after all.” Do this over and over again 

to get the pull command automated. Don’t forget to praise in between so your dog doesn’t find it uninteresting. 

Teaching proper pull position: 

Do not allow your dog to run with drag weights, especially if you don’t have a brake. This does not teach them the proper 

pulling position. Sure, your dog will be able to pull around 1000 lbs just by sneezing, but when it gets to higher weights, walking 

or running will not work. To excel at higher weights, the dog must crouch down and pull. This will lower the center of gravity, 

and change the way your dog uses its body to make pulling possible. 

I’ve seen two different methods of getting the cart to started at higher weights. 1. Dogs will either dig in and lean into the pull 

or 2. they will “hit it,” meaning to hit the harness with their chest and then proceed using rear power. “Hit it” is not the same 

thing as a slingshot.* On the hit it, sometimes the rear up on hind legs putting forward momentum into the harness then use 

the rear legs to dig to start the cart.  And sometimes the dog will charge forward and then start using the rear to keep 

momentum going. I’ve seen dogs pull extremely high weights using either method with success in getting the cart started, and 

then they go into the proper pull position once the cart is rolling. 

**Slingshotting is when the dog backs up in the chute and charges forward at high speed to get the cart going. It does work for 

some dogs, but it can be very dangerous as the dog is essentially jerking itself against the harness at a high speed. It is also not 

allowed in some organizations. Don’t teach your dog to do this. 

My method of teaching proper pull position is to put the dog into harness with some heavy drag weight. I will either make a 

trail of treats on the ground or hold a toy close to the ground and release my dog to get the treats or toy. The position of the 

treats and the toy already get my dog to look down and lean forward. The dog will naturally understand that crouching down 

with the head down makes it easier to pull. It only takes a handful of times for the dog to automatically get into pull position 

when the pulling gets tough. 



                                                                                          

Conditioning: 

Some people have set up their own chute and practice daily. It is not necessary to practice daily. Outside of conditioning, my 

dogs are rarely in a weight pull chute. It is important to teach your dog what they can or cannot do in a chute. Some chutes are 

prime marking material, and DO NOT ever, under any circumstances, ever allow your dog to urinate or defecate in the chute or 

close to the chute. Other dogs will then start to sniff and want to mark it as well instead of pull. Then their handlers will be a 

little unhappy with you. 

After you teach your dog to pull, you’ll need to condition your dog. There are two main ways of doing this – strength training 

and endurance training. For weight pull specific strength training, have the dog pull heavy drag weights over a short distance 

(20 ft or so). Some people use a tire loaded with bags of sand or soil. You also do not want to allow your dog to pull less than 16 

ft. Dogs have an uncanny ability to judge distances and some of the most highly trained dogs will stop just short of the 16ft 

line.  I’ve seen that happen multiple times. The dog just stopped and looked pleased with itself, except that he was about ½ an 

inch from the finish line. Curb that by not praising your dog until some distance after 16 ft. 

For endurance training, you’ll want to go longer distances (2-5 miles) with semi-heavy drag weights.  This means enough 

weights (chains are most popular) to make the dog pull and feel pressure. Some trainers hook up their dogs to a drafting cart 

and go 4 miles pulling 400 lbs. Keep in mind that pulling with wheels is much easier than drag weights.  Rotate between 

strength and endurance. Don’t forget to give your dog a day off once in a while. 

Now for odds and ends: 

*When do you actually start training? When is too young? If you are going to start any sport, you need to start a solid working 

foundation as soon and as young as possible. All working activities need a healthy working relationship for the team to do well, 

and most of the foundation games are not physically taxing. Many of them are teaching the dog to think, to be focused on the 

handler, to be creative in solving problems, and some muscle memory as well. Once you have those skills down, you can start 

teaching your dog skills specific to sports. For example, you can teach a dog to back up and to crossover pivot without a cart at 

a very young age for drafting. You can teach a dog to enjoy wearing a harness (not hooked up to anything) and a solid stay for 

weight pull. You can acclimate a dog to walking next to shafts or with noise following him/her at a young age too. Your goal is 

getting a young dog to enjoy being in harness. Take time to do it teach them to love weight pull, and you’ll have much more fun 

when your dog is old enough to complete. Also, teach your dog to never defecate or urinate in harness. 

*So when can I add weight? There is no hard rule about when you can start training with weights, but I would wait until they 

are a year old at the very least. I do not train with heavy weights until they are two years old. My general rule of thumb is: if my 

dog can easily drag me around, he’s probably ready for a little weight, maybe 5 lbs or so drag weight. Do what you feel 

comfortable with, and do not rush. If you think it takes a long time for the body to mature, try waiting for the brain to mature. 

Do you pull a dysplastic dog? Again, do what you feel comfortable doing. My philosophy on this is to allow the dog to do it if he 

enjoys it. If the dog does not enjoy it or shows signs of pain, don’t do it. Just because a dog has hip dysplasia, it does not mean 

he or she should be kept from enjoying life. When humans have cancer, we don’t ask that they stay at home in bed. We rejoice 

when they get out of the house and enjoy doing the things they did before. Let’s not deny our dogs some fun. Life is too short 

to not have fun. 

Why pass or pull at a competition?  Dogs generally have about 7-10 really good pulls before they get tired. You’ll want to save 

these by passing on the lighter weights that you know your dog can pull. Save your dog’s energy for the higher weights where it 

counts. And always end on a happy note with your dog wanting to work more.   

For more information or questions, contact Jennie Chen at  Jennie@romanreign.com 
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These studies may well prove that harsh training methods such as shock collars indeed carry a higher punishment 

price tag than their proponents believe. We will begin to see that dogs - who appear to feel emotions similar to how 

humans do based on Burns' initial studies - suffer more under harsh training methods than we originally thought. 

 
I believe as these studies reveal what our dogs are thinking that devices such as shock collars may be banned in 

the United States and other countries who have not already done so. Other controversial methods such as pinch 

and choke collars may also become obsolete as we digest how our dogs feel about such methods. 

 
This will cause a shock wave (pun intended) throughout the dog training community. The punishments we use to 

get our dogs to behave in the manner we wish will be greatly scrutinized and debated. As brain scanning 

technology improves over the decades and we learn more and more about what our dogs are feeling, we will have 

to adjust our training methods to meet those emotional truths. We may find that common punishment methods we 

incorporate now are indeed viewed as abusive by our canine partners. 

 
On the plus side, we will also learn what positive training methods light up the dogs' brains and encourage faster 

training and communication between the human/canine species. This information will be able to further positive 

training methods and make the training process more fun and smooth for both the dog and their handler. We may 

be able to discover currently unknown, exciting methods to make positive training an even more powerful tool than 

it already is. These breakthroughs may also help those still using punishment based methods feel more comfortable 

about leaving those methods behind for the potentially newer, scientifically proven positive breakthroughs. 

 
The Agility Dog and the MRI Studies 

What may this mean for the agility dog? Well, it's hard to say at this point, but we already know that using training 

methods that are harsh slow our dogs down in a sport designed for speed. Dogs who are trained using methods 

that are too harsh for their personalities will slow down as they become more careful to avoid punishment. With 

potentially new, positive training methods available to us, we could learn how to better motivate our dogs and even 

how to have more fun with them on the agility course. Maybe someday in the far distant future, we will have cheap, 

portable devices to help us watch our dogs' brains light up or not light up as we introduce different potential 

motivators. This would help us easily find the "just right" reward for each individual dog. 

 

It will be very exciting to watch as this new technology changes how we train our dogs. We may well be on the brink 

of a new era in dog training, leaving behind the old "break the will" training methods of the late 1800s for good. 
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RAINBOW BRIDGE 

 

We were so fortunate to have been blessed with Houha's Kona Mauna Kea (10.15.08 - 06.25.16). She was 

honestly the best dog ever (aside from her sometimes stealing people’s underwear and running around the house 

with them). Kona was the best big sister to Mogo, basically raising her for us and looking out for her little human 

brother, too. Kona was patient, loving, a great cuddler, gardener, adventure seeker and therapy dog. She 

brightened people's lives as part of the San Francisco SPCA Animal Assisted Therapy Program in schools, hospitals, 

nursing facilities and for the last (almost) three years as one of the founding members of the Wag Brigade at San 

Francisco International Airport. 

She was our best friend and brought so many people joy with her quirky ways, it warms my broken hearT to think 

of her crawling into bed with us (or anyone taking care of her) in the middle of the night and snoring, how she 

would kiss anyone who would let her, how she would push her way through our legs for a butt rub, how she would 

pick tomatoes and blueberries of the plants and come in with a grin.  

I love her to the moon and back and our family (and her sister Mogo) are heartbroken for her sudden loss. IF Kona 

can help any other swissy she would have, so here is what we learned. Kona had a splenic tumor that ruptured. 

From the moment we noticed her acting not well and her tummy looking a bit distended to when she had to cross 

the rainbow bridge, it was 24 hours. For Senior dogs, ages 6 and up - have a yearly ultrasound during their well 

check appointment!! Had we caught the tumor early, we could have just taken her spleen out. Unfortunately, our 

dogs are stoic to a fault and there was no way to detect that mass growing in her spleen until it was too late. 

Hug your swissies extra tightly tonight and know there is a great one up there at the Rainbow Bridge.  
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Thanks to Kelly Stover, Lisa England and Heidi Steenstra, we had Thanks to Kelly Stover, Lisa England and Heidi Steenstra, we had
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Swissy Stride - February 27-28 in Simi Valley 

      
 

Spring Fling – April 23-24 in Simi Valley 

   
 

Mammoth – June 16-17 at Duck Pass in Mammoth  
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WALK ‘N’ TALK 

Shadow Cliffs Regional Recreation Area, Pleasanton CA 

June 18, 2016—Organized by Donna Zetterquist 

 
Donna, Jenni & Casey, and Susan taken by photog Toni 

   

   

Casey, Linda Ridenour, Murray, Koda, King, Zelda (swimming!) 



 

 

Ch Ohlone Balthazar O Whispering Pine   “ZAR”  

12/11/06 – 8/24/16 

Of all my Swissies, Zar is the one with whom I had the most special connection.  He was truly my heart dog.  Of the nine 

puppies in his litter, he wasn’t even on my list, but when it was time for the puppies to go to their new families, he sat 

on my foot, grabbed hold of my pants leg and let me know that he was going home with me.  I’d like to share some 

favorite memories of him. 

This son of Adam and Tallulah, and brother of the gorgeous Comet, was a beautiful show dog in his own right.  Toni 

Killpatrick started showing him in Bred by Exhibitor and he was Best in Show in that category up in Washington when 

he was still very young.  One of our legendary tales is about how he got the Group 1 at that show.  There was a raging 

storm and Toni slid in the muddy grass and, while she was spread-eagled on her back, Zar stacked himself perfectly at 

her side.  The judge said she had to give them a 10 for style.  He won the group and then the show. 

After a brief unruly adolescent period, Zar settled down to be the most loving, gentle dog imaginable.  He was a kid 

magnet and loved nothing more than to have kids draped all over him.  All our visitors wanted to take him home.  He 

was truly a people dog and charmed everyone, even people who didn’t like dogs…. a real ambassador for our breed. 

Zar loved pulling his cart, swimming, dressing up in silly costumes, hiking with his pack and his stuffed soccer ball.  

That ball was with him his whole life.  He was so gentle with it and used it as a pacifier.  I called it his “sucker” ball.  He 

was never far from me, warming my feet or leaning against me.  His special way of giving and seeking affection was to 

bury his head between my knees and drape his ears across my legs so I could stroke them and kiss his head. 

We had one final long road trip together last summer.  It was just the two of us.  He was losing his mobility even then 

and needed help getting into and out of the truck and trailer.  I wanted that special one on one time with him and he 

was such a happy camper. 

In his final months, Zar lost the strength in his rear and often needed help standing up.  Once up, he could walk and 

even run a bit and was still enjoying life.  His spirit was so strong and he had a ravenous appetite. As his condition 

deteriorated, he began losing mobility in his front legs and cried when I tried to help him up.  It was time to let him go. 

On his final day, he rallied enough to walk into the vet’s office with as much dignity as he could muster.  Geneva came 

in to lie down next to him for a brief moment and then left until she could return to say her final good-bye.  Once we 

were alone Zar gave me a very special final gift. I think he was trying to tell me that he was going to be OK now.  He 

stood up on his own without struggling, came over to me and buried his head between my knees. This lasted for less 

than a minute and then he flopped down at my feet, rested his chin on his beloved soccer ball and went to sleep.  

 And then I fell apart.  

 
I will be forever grateful to Woutje Swets and Toni Killpatrick for all my years with this very special boy.   

Thank you for trusting me with him. 
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Homemade Peanut Butter Bacon Dog Treats  
Recipe from “Sally’s Baking Addiction” 

Ingredients:  

Meat 2 strips Bacon, cooked  

Refrigerated 1 Egg, large  

Condiments 1 cup Peanut butter, natural creamy  

Pasta & Grains 1/3 cup Oats  

Baking & Spices 1 tbsp Baking powder  2 cups Whole wheat flour* (measured correctly)  

Dairy 3/4 cup Milk, nonfat  

Combine the simple ingredients together in a large bowl. Yep, this is a one bowl recipe. The dough will be 

extremely thick and hard to form, so use your hands for ease. Roll it out into 1/4″ thickness and use cookie cutters 

to make shapes. I used cookie cutters in the shape of a bone, a large heart, and a little bite-sized heart. Clearly your 

dog won’t care about the shapes. The cute shapes are just for the humans. 

The size of the treats should be based on the size of your dog. Jude is the size of a bear, so the big treats are perfect. 

We still break them up for him. 

Arrange the shaped dough onto your baking sheet. The dog treats won’t spread in the oven, they just puff up very 

slightly. The treats can be close together on your baking sheet. 
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Update (August 6, 2015): The list of peanut and nut butters containing xylitol that we have uncovered has now grown 

to FIVE! We have reached out to all of them to discuss this dog hazard and to secure increased awareness on their 

product packaging and websites. We will continue to keep you updated with progress. Here are the five companies (in 

alphabetical order): (1) Go Nuts, Co., (2) Hank's Protein Plus Peanut Butter, (3) Krush Nutrition, (4) Nuts 'N More, and 

(5) P28. While these are "specialty butters" that are mostly sold in nutrition stores and online (currently), the subtle 

presence of xylitol in these butters definitely highlights the importance of reading ingredient labels on products you 

bring into your home, and especially doing so prior to sharing anything with your pets and if your pets ever get into 

anything they shouldn't have. Please don't assume that things which are safe for you are also safe for your pets. As 

you'll see below, this can be a very dangerous assumption with xylitol! 



 

Swissys and Their Peeps  

       

Adalyn and Zelda                                                  Derek and Philo    Remy and Lulu

   
Cruiser and Boone                   Glory and her Padres  

   

     Trekker on the Alcan Highway                                Brig and his pal on wheels 

The best thing about dogs is that you can act like something really great just happened, 

and they’ll instantly start celebrating with you.  They have no idea what context is… 

they are just ready to party, no matter what.  Rebel Circus 
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(A friend asked if I would post this for everyone to read.   

It is not a comfortable topic, but information many of us may need someday.) 

5 THINGS I WISH YOU KNEW BEFORE EUTHANIZING YOUR DOG 

KELSEY BETH CARPENTER      JULY 19, 2016      PUPJOURNAL.COM 

Euthanasia. The word itself makes all our stomachs drop. It is a gift to pets and a curse to owners – having the power to 

decide is something we are not comfortable with. However, when going through the euthanasia process with your own pets, 

you are in a position to make numerous decisions that can change the course of the overall process. As a Veterinary 

Technician, I witness euthanasias on a daily basis. Let me share from personal experience the 5 things I wish every pet owner 

knew. 

1. It’s ok to cry. 

People apologize to me all the time for crying over their pets. Whether it’s time to say goodbye, or you are simply having a 

hard time watching us draw blood on your dog, I wish you knew that I GET IT. Many of us who work in animal medicine 

(myself very much included) are totally neurotic, hypersensitive, and obsessive when it comes to our own pets. I may seem 

calm and collected while working with your cat, but that’s because it’s my job and I can’t afford to be any other way if I’m 

going to be good at it. You best believe that the second my dog so much as sneezes, I go into a total state of panic, lose all 

common sense, and forget everything I learned in tech school. So, when you are crying over the pet that you have loved for 

years, I assure you, I have nothing but respect for you. I respect how much you care. I respect your ability to make such 

difficult decisions. I respect your bravery. And please know that no matter how demonstrative you may be with your 

emotions, you are still keeping it together more than I would be in your shoes. 

2. Be there, if you can. 

I am lucky to work in a hospital where the vast majority of pet owners stay with their pets for the euthanasia process. 

However, this is not always the case. I urge you to stay with your pets, if you can, for multiple reasons. First, for my sake. One 

of the absolute most difficult things I do as a Veterinary Technician is take on the role of comforting and loving a pet as they 

pass on when their human is not there to do so. It is an incredible weight to try to act on your behalf, and it is emotionally 

exhausting in a way that I cannot even begin to describe. When you stay with your fur baby, I can focus on my own job, 

instead of doing both of ours. 

Second, for your pet’s sake. The vet can be a very scary place for animals — they don’t understand what all these noises and 

smells are, or why these strangers are poking and prodding them. Do you want them to experience that fear alone? And 

have it be their very last memory? Your pet doesn’t know what we are doing or why — they only know that you are there, 

that you said it’s ok, that you love them. I remember being a child, and how scary going to the doctor was, but how much 

more confident I felt with my mom there reassuring me. I imagine that is exactly how pets feel. If you can find the strength to 

be there, please do so. Please let your love, your touch, your presence be the last thing your pet experiences. 

3. Keep the collar on. 

One of the saddest things I witness during the euthanasia process is when humans take their pet’s collar off when they are 

still very much awake. To many pets, taking their collar off can have negative associations. For example, I know my own dog 

panics when I remove her collar as she knows it’s bath time! I want your pet to be as comfortable as possible, and that 

means not making any major changes immediately prior to euthanizing. Pets are much smarter than we give them credit for, 

and they pick up on the smallest of cues. The unknown is scary to your pet, so even if they don’t know what the cues mean, 

the idea that something is new and strange and out of the ordinary is enough to cause them some sense of anxiety. So, keep 

the collar on until your pet has passed. Let them go in the state that they always were. 

4. Make it a celebration. 

Bring treats. Tell stories. Laugh and cry at the same time. Surround yourselves with all his/her favorite toys and beds and 

blankets. It’s ok to cry, and it’s also ok to celebrate! I love when people tell me they took their dog to the beach or napped in 

the sun with their cat right before coming in to the hospital. This is going to be one of the hardest days of your life, but it 

doesn’t have to be for your pet. I promise that the more you celebrate your pet’s life, no matter how long or short, the easier 

it will be to continue to live your own once this is all said and done. It is ok to cry in front of your pet, to tell them how much 
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you will miss them, to let them see you be absolutely beside yourself. I’m sure your pet has seen you at your worst before — 

I know mine has. But remember to celebrate, no matter how miserable you are. I promise it will make it easier for both you 

and your pet. What’s more, It will allow you to reflect on the euthanasia experience with positivity — you will remember that 

you celebrated and you will feel good about having done so. 

5. Prepare. 

I want this moment to be entirely about you and your pet. In order for that to be the case, several things must happen. First, 

you must understand the euthanasia process. If possible, talk to your Vet or Tech prior to coming into the hospital, or prior to 

starting the process – ask them to walk you through the steps of euthanasia so that you know exactly what to expect. Ask as 

many questions as you need to in order to feel comfortable with the process (or at least, as comfortable as you can be). 

Know what you’re walking into, so that your focus can be entirely on your pet. Second, take care of business ahead of time 

when possible. Sign any required paperwork. Pay the bill. Decide on after care. Even go so far as to prepare you next meal 

ahead of time, arrange a ride, rent a movie, invite friends over — whatever you think might help you cope when you return 

home from the hospital without your pet. 

The less you have to deal with during and after euthanasia, the better. I want you to be able to focus entirely on your pet 

during the euthanasia, and then entirely on yourself afterwards. Let’s do whatever we can to make that possible. 

Every euthanasia  is different. Some are planned, some are sudden. Some may happen in your home, some in the hospital. 

Regardless, they are difficult – to prepare for, to cope with, to experience. I hope these 5 things will help you to plan ahead 

and to make the process as beautiful as it can be for both you and your pet.      

 



 
  

LOOK AT US!  

     
Freddie in water                                   Coal and Highlander 

      

Charlie Hernandez       Boomer Robles 

      

Cool Dude Brig    Cooler Gal Dixie    Bruno and his humans 

 

If I had a penny for every time my dog made me smile, 

I’d be a millionaire. 
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Zen Pixie   Bruno    Philo 

The best therapist has fur and four legs. 

   

Arbor and Sonoma                    Charlie Hernandez    Issie-nose to nose 

I wonder what my dog named me. 

        

Fredrick’s 3
rd

 Birthday                  Hamish and Jubilee at Avila Beach                   King 
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BLOAT: A Major Breakthrough! 

Canine Bloat Study--Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center 

Michael A. Harkey & Beverly Torok-Storb  3/15/16  

This study on Great Danes may have things to tell us about Swissys who are prone to bloat.  Thanks to Melanie Cordan. 

Bloat, known to veterinarians as gastric dilatation-volvulus (or GDV), is an acute, life-threatening condition that 

occurs at high frequency in many large and giant breeds of dogs.  Great Danes are unusually susceptible to this 

condition.   About 37% of Great Danes will experience bloat at some time in their life, and the majority of them will 

die without immediate medical intervention.  Other large and giant breeds are also way too prone to this condition. 

Yet the causes of this condition have remained a mystery for decades.  The goal of our study is to identify the causes 

of bloat.  This information could then lead to diagnostic and therapeutic strategies to minimize the occurrence of this 

deadly condition. 

Our effort over the last two years has been supported by donations from generous pet owners who care deeply about 

dogs and want to find a cure for bloat. This study could not have happened without the help of all the Dane owners 

that enrolled their dogs, answered lots of questions, and sent samples for testing.  We focused on Great Danes, 

because the high frequency of bloat in this breed guaranteed a large group of affected animals and increased the 

statistical power of the analysis.   This effort has already produced results that will profoundly affect the community 

of Great Dane owners, who deal with this disease constantly.  Hopefully, these results will soon translate to other 

breeds. 

 

Importantly, bloat correlates strongly with an underlying condition of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), suggesting 

a possible pre-existing state in the gut that contributes to bloat. We hypothesized that, since IBD and bloat are co-

existing conditions, they may have the same root causes. In both humans and dogs IBD is linked to specific genes of 

the immune system.  It is thought that molecular variants of these genes (alleles) cause changes in the bacterial 

population of the gut (the gut microbiome), which in turn, sets up an unhealthy condition in the gut. This unhealthy 

microbiome contributes to chronic, low-level IBD.  According to our hypothesis, it also predisposes a dog to bloat. 

While the causes of bloat are not clearly understood, several risk factors have been described in the scientific 

literature, including age, dietary, behavioral, pre-existing health and genetic factors.  The most significant risk 

factors appear to be genetic, since strong correlations with bloat exist for breeds, families and gender.  The best way 

to combine all of these factors is envision a genetic predisposition in some dogs, and a non-genetic trigger, such as 

stress, that sets off the bloat event. 
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To test this hypothesis, we enrolled two groups of Great Danes, a “bloat” group in which all members survived bloat 

through surgical intervention, and a “control” group that had never experienced bloat.  In a genetic study, five 

immune genes were sequenced from each dog, looking for genetic variations that associate with bloat.  In a 

microbiome study, the gut bacterial population of each dog was analyzed from stool samples, looking for particular 

species that are unusually low or high in the bloat group. 

We have just submitted the genetic study to the scientific journal, PLoS one, to be reviewed for publication.  We 

have established three genes that contribute to bloat in Great Danes.  For each of these genes, several alleles 

(molecular variants) are found in the Great Dane population, and in other breeds.  One allele from each gene was 

found to significantly increase the risk of bloat in Great Danes.  As shown in the graph below, those Danes that 

carried at least one of these risk alleles had a 3-fold higher risk of bloat.  In fact, 62% of the dogs carrying a risk 

allele had to undergo emergency surgery to survive a bloat episode.  This information will be crucial for owners and 

breeders that are trying to decide if preventative gastropexy surgery is appropriate for their dog, or if their dog 

should be bred.  For this reason, we have designed genetic tests for these risk alleles.  The tests will be offered to 

owners and breeders of Great Danes. 

 

The second study, microbiome analysis, should be completed in the next couple of months.  Since the genetic side of 

our hypothesis proved to be true, we have reason to expect to see specific microbiome abnormalities in the bloat 

group.  If we do discover that bloat is caused by specific imbalances of the microbiome, then a whole array of 

therapeutic strategies will be available to combat the disease.  For example, probiotics or specific dietary changes 

may be used to re-balance the microbiome, and thus, prevent bloat. 

As you can see, the study has already generated some very significant results and we are excited to push forward 

with the next phase.  We could not have done this without the generous support of our sponsors, and the efforts of 

all the Dane lovers who contributed their time, information and enthusiasm to this study.  Thank you!!! 

Many questions still remain:  Will the findings for Great Danes carry over to other breeds? Are additional immune 

genes involved?  Did we miss risk factors from very severe cases that were not survived?  Will the microbiome data 

point to therapeutic strategies? All of these questions can be addressed in future studies, if we can find additional 

funding.  We are asking the AKC to help us with the next phase. 

For more information, contact:  Michael A. Harkey, PhD  1100 Fairview Avenue North, P.O. Box 19024, 

Seattle, WA   98109-1024 Phone:  (206) 667-3369  mharkey@fhcrc.org 

 



  

     

SWISS DOG DAY AFTERNOON – JULY 31 at FT. MASON  
Drafting, Canine Good Citizen, Conformation, Swissy games 

 

      

 

We brought coffee, tea, and  baked goods 

for everyone, and IT WAS SO MUCH FUN! 

Can you find the Swissy wanna-be? 
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Lady Stanley Lynn   Glory Mata    Riley pup 

 

      

Poppi and Ramsey             Reba and Tyson

       

Mattie      Layla and her Baby    Twinning: Koda and Casey 

10 Brain Games to play with Your Dog 
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Pets and Cigarette Smoke by Nancy Kay, DVM  
It is known that cigarette smokers are more likely to kick the habit if they know their smoking is endangering the health 
of their pets. Below you will find some new information to share with your cigarette smoking friends and loved ones. If 

they love animals, it may help them take the next step in nixing nicotine from their lives. 

What we already know 
We’ve known for some time that, compared to cats who live in smoke-free environments, cats who live in households with 
cigarette smokers are more than twice as likely to develop lymphoma, a life ending form of cancer. The risk increases by 
threefold for cats who live with smokers and are five years of age or older. 

We also know that cigarette smoke is associated with an increased incidence of canine nasal cancer, particularly in long-
nosed breeds of dogs such as Collies, Greyhounds, and German Shepherds. While such cancers are treatable, only rarely are 
they curable. 

Dogs who are exposed to cigarette smoke are more likely to develop atopic dermatitis compared to dogs living in smoke-free 
environments. Atopic dermatitis is allergic skin disease, a common cause of itching, scratching, and secondary skin infections in 
dogs. 

What we are learning 
Researchers at the University of Glasgow are learning more about the deleterious effects of smoking on pets. Their study has 
not yet been published, but they have released some of their findings. 

The researchers have learned that, compared to humans, pets are at significantly greater risk from second and third hand 
smoke. Second hand smoke is defined as that which is exhaled by the smoker and inhaled by others. Third hand smoke refers 
to the smoke residue that remains on surfaces such as skin, fur, clothing, furniture, and carpeting. 

Why are pets at greater risk than humans? Clare Knottenbelt, researcher and Professor of Small Animal Medicine and 
Oncology at the University of Glasgow explains it as follows: 

Pets are often in close proximity to their owners more so than many children who can be away at school all day and more so 
than other adults in the house. Furthermore as pets self-groom they will ingest the smoke particles from their fur. This is a big 
problem for cats as they are very fastidious and thorough about their self-grooming. 

Dr. Knottenbelt and her colleagues examined the testicles of male dogs after they were neutered and found within them a gene 
that is a marker of cell damage and is associated with development of some canine cancers. The incidence of this gene was 
higher in dogs living in smoking homes compared to those from smoke free environments. 

Interestingly, the researchers have also discovered that dogs from smoking homes who were neutered were more likely to 
become obese compared to those from smoke free homes who were neutered. The explanation for this is not clear. 

The researchers have learned that when pet owners chose to smoke outside, the effect on their pets was reduced but not 
eradicated. When owners reduced the total numbers of tobacco products smoked in the home to less than 10 per day, the 
nicotine levels in their pets’ hair dropped significantly but were still higher than those in animals from nonsmoking homes. 

Once Dr. Knottenbelt’s study has been published, I will fill you in on the details. I must admit, I cringe every time I examine an 
animal who literally reeks of cigarette smoke. Not only does their fur smell like cigarettes, it has a sticky feeling residue that I’m 
sure represents third hand smoke. Interestingly, these are usually cats or small dogs, and I picture them in a fog of cigarette 
smoke while sitting on the laps of the humans they adore. 

Now that marijuana is becoming legalized, I’m wondering about the impact of its smoke on pets. States that have legalized 
marijuana are certainly seeing a rise in the number of toxicity cases in pets as a result of eating a marijuana containing product. 
And, now that vaping (inhalation of nicotine through a vaporizer) has become so popular, perhaps this will be studied as well. 

Do you know a smoker you might be able to influence with this article? 

Best wishes for abundant good health,  Dr. Nancy Kay 
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Your Dog’s Tail Relays Secret Information — So Glad I Know This Now!  

Elyse Wanshel, Senior Writer at LittleThings.com. 

(Watch your Swissy--What Do You Think?) 

We know our pups. We know their favorite toys, places to walks, brands of treats, and spots to be scratched.  

But we don’t know our dogs the way other dogs know our dogs, like these two pooches that thinks the other is as rad as 

a rawhide bone.  When two canines meet, they get to know each other in a very distinctive way — and we’re not talking 

about the butt sniffing, either. According to Psychology Today, they instinctively pick up on very minute details in body 

language that us humans have a hard time perceiving, especially in regards to their tails. 

For instance, did you know when a dog wags its tail, it can mean something other than happiness and excitement? 

The speed and direction the tail is wagging can also indicate important warning signs every pet owner should be 

aware of. 

Yet, don’t fret! Picking up tail talk is actually much easier than you might think…Tail talk is hard for us to 

decipher, but here’s a quick rundown of a few important basics.  

1.  If a dog looks like this, looking straight ahead with its tail perked 

up, while encountering a new dog, (s)he is merely showing off his 

confidence by displaying dominance. Or, in tail talk: “Hi buddy! 

By the way, I’m the boss here!” 

2. If a dog’s tail juts straight out, (s)he feels threatened.  

3. When a dog is in this position and his or her tail is also wagging 

back and forth, (s)he’s just trying to impress you.  

4. If none of his or her limbs are tightened and (s)he seems completely 

relaxed, the pup is completely unconcerned.  

5. This body language, with his or her tail curled up and mouth open, 

means there’s an uncertain threat. 

6. If your dog adopts this posture, (s)he’s saying, “Feed me!”  

7. This position can be a bit worrisome depending on the pooch. It’s a 

subordinate position they take when they are around a dog of 

superior rank. It is the canine way of saying, “Woah, buddy. You’re 

cooler than me, do what you will.”  

 

Of course, that’s just the start. The direction and speed at which 

your dog wags its tail also communicates some very important 

information. 

 

· If a dog swings its tail to the right, (s)he's happy or excited. But 

there’s many other ways to translate a wag. 

·  If a wag shifts to the left, this signifies that there is something 

wrong. The speed of the wag is important to note as well.  

· A dog’s tail will wag vigorously to the right if they see 

someone they know.  

· But if they spot someone that is unfamiliar to them, the tail will 

wag more slowly.  
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SIGNS OF DOG SICKNESS 

Signs start with a change in your pet's routine behavior and attitude. 

                Watch for: 

    Decreased energy or activity level 

    Changes in appetite or water intake 

    Changes in behavior: hiding, refusing to play, becoming aggressive 

    Vomiting, diarrhea or straining to urinate or defecate 

    Poor coat quality, patchy hair loss or excessive scratching 

    Weight loss 

    Foul order coming from the mouth, ears or skin 

    Abnormal whining or crying 

          Toni Killpatrick 

 

 

INFORMATIONAL SITES to VISIT 

Greater Swiss Mountain Dog Club Facebook  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/2210909824/ 

Greater Swiss Mountain Dog Club of America 

GSMDCA 

http://www.gsmdca.org/ 

Golden Gate GSMD Facebook Page 

Click here 

On Facebook?--Have photos?--Want some fun? 

SWISSY UNO 

Want to travel with your Swissy? 

DOG TREKKER 

Visit our club website:         

www.goldengategsmdc.com/ 
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